11th Annual Memorial Tribute Make-up Schedule Sept. 2nd 2018
12:30 M.G.K. Pit Gates Open
Remember to bring wrist bands from 8/26 or you will have to pay for a new pass!
-Haulers should park behind “lap/top 5” board just like Sunday Night.
-Anywhere up the hill from the Neu’s #87 trailer…
1:15 Tentative Open Practice- (whenever track is setup and volunteers ready)
-MORE SETUP HELP=MORE PRACTICE TIME!
1:55 ALL Feature KARTS/drivers/mentors report to infield of track on turn 2.
-All karts remain on the track until feature racing is completed.
-Short Meeting if time on track.
-Night Racing Haulers will enter pits @2pm so access to the pits will be unsafe.
2:05 Feature Racing Begins- (Green, Blue, White, Red)
-Switch out racers on Figure 8 Track by turn #2. Line-up at X of Figure 8.
-Mentors/racers on infield can watch from a safe place behind Mastertech wall or
behind dirt mound/jump.
-Pit Gates Open Sunday Night Haulers Enter after 2pm.
3:15 Feature Racing Ends
-All karts return to turn 2 infield after RED FEATURE.
-Only mentors and 1-driver (who will be driving the opening ceremony lap)
can return to pit area.
-All other M.G.K. participants take down track and report to Silent
Auction/Memorial area to help with set-up through grandstands by flag stand.
3:30 Sunday Night Practice
5:00 Sunday Night Qualifying –Tentative (Slinger Bee’s last to qualify)
5:50-Fast Qualifier cars REPORT TO FRONT STRETCH immediately after
qualifying ends. M.G.K. karts enter off turn 2 and lineup # order, space @ finish line.
6:05- M.G.K. Kart Introductions/Trophy Presentation
-Balloons to Heaven Ceremony Participants report to infield behind karts..
6:15- Fast Qualifier DICE ROLL then Balloons to Heaven Ceremony
-Everyone exits through grandstand after Balloons to Heaven. Only 1
mentor and 1 driver on the track by 6:30!!!
6:30-Opening Ceremonies-Pledge/National Anthem/Lap
-M.G.K. Karts follow race cars, helmet on, single file, 2-kart space between.
-M.G.K. motors should be turned in a.s.a.p. to Triton Trailer. See Ryan Farrell

PURPLE= Slinger Speedway
RED=Memorial Go Kart

